Approved Lots for Overnight Parking during Move-in:
- Dome North Lot - C (be careful not to park in the designated A/B area)
- Jennings Dr. Lot - C (with valid permit)
- Roth Lot - C (with valid permit)
- 27th Street Lot - R (be careful not to park in the designated A/B area)
- Dome North Lot - C & R

Applying Lots for Overnight Parking During Move-in:
- 63
- 62
- 27th St
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- 22nd St
- CP
- South Art Lot
- 2 hour parking
- 23rd St
- CP
- 31st St
- 31st St
- 30
- Noehren lot
- CP
- Village
- Panther
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- CP
- Tennis courts
- 37
- O
- 8
- 49
- 44
- West Gym lot
- 23rd St
- 23
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- 18
- O
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- 8
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- 49
- Redeker lot
- GBPAC Visitor lot
- Minnesota St S
- Minn St N
- CP
- X
- TP
- B
- SOUTH ART LOT
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- CP
- Pool
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